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NB MERLIN
£29,500.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Style

Cruiser

Berth

8

Length

60ft

HULL:
Built for Clubline Cruisers in 1990 this boat was a hire boat in its previous life hence the large
open cruiser style stern. She has been regularly surveyed throughout her life an in April 2014 by
Trevor Whitling she was found to be in need of a new based plate and other steel work all of
which was carried out. She is has now had a New hull survey a copy of which can be viewed in
the oﬃce. She has a steel water tank of approx150 gal and a diesel tank of 50 Gallons.
FIT OUT :
She is insulated with rockwool and lined out with Pine tongue and groove on the upper walls and
ceiling. The ﬂoor is laid to light oak laminate. Her ﬁt out is fairly standard in line with an hire
boat with plenty of beds onboard, which could be great for a larger family , there are two bunk
beds at the front, 2 conversion dinettes and a conversion double berth at the back. The galley in
placed centrally in the boat, as is the s/f stove which could allow her to be converted to a
reverse layout or she could be kept as a more traditional layout.
Height to Cabin Centre 6ft (1.85m)
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BERTHS: 8 Berth
BATHROOM :
There are two bathrooms onboard one is a cross bathroom with hip bath on one side and dump
though toilet on the other. The other bathroom has a Porta Potti with sink.
ENGINE ROOM & ELECTRICS :
She has a 1800cc 1993 ford engine last serviced June 2020 with a PRM 150 gearbox, she has 1
starter and 3 domestic batteries she has 2 landline connections with a galvanic isolator and a
battery management system. Hot water and heating are provided by an Alde gas boiler located
in the stern.
OTHER EQUIPMENT: 2x13kg gas bottles, 4 x ﬁre extinguishers and a ﬁre blanket, mooring equipment. Water hose
and reel, life ring, Solar panels.

Category: Sold

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
60ft Cruiser Style, 1990
Hull and F/O by Clubline
8 Berth
Alde Gas boiler with rads, S/F stove.
£29,500
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